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With the advancement of national tax informatization construction of Yunnan, the
promotion of informatization management duties requests that the tax in our
province should alter from the original single, scattered pattern to integrate
analytical applying model step by step. The decision-making of tax collection and
administration is a system, that tax collector makes analysis and induction for the
tax data generated from taxpayers’ tax status of the each stage among four links
of tax administrator registration, tax return, taxpayer qualification, taxpayers
operating management, and carries on analysis and judgment according to the
setting condition, assisting users to make a decision. This system mainly realizes
the function as query, statistics, analysis and decision-making tips.
In terms of business requirements for tax collection and administration of in the
daily work of tax revenue management, based on the J2EE three-tier architecture,
Weblogic application middleware and Oracle9i database, this paper designed and
implemented a set of auxiliary system for tax collection and management, which
covers seven function modules of tax registration, tax registration, qualification,
approved quota changes, average taxpayer tax analysis, analysis of input tax
general taxpayer and small-scale taxpayer till average taxpayer standard,
focusing on the work of tax collection and administration about how to avoid the
risk of law enforcement, to improve the quality of collection and management, and
to make scientific decision, etc.
In the process of system development, based on the waterfall model for software
engineering design, this paper introduced the auxiliary system for tax collection
and administration on business requirements, functional requirements, non-
functional requirements, system architecture design, function design and
database design, and gave the system key functional modules of code













of function and performance, directing at main function such as analytical
decision-making of system business requirements.
After the research and development implementation of the project, the quality of
tax collection and administration significantly increased, obviously changed the
difficult situation of collecting data, analyzing, and decision-making when tax
administrator accessed in routine tax practice management, and solve the
problems of scattered data distribution, data processing trouble and analysis
results being difficult to make decisions.
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